
TT Rockstars! 

Congratulations to Suzie in year 4 who has had 
the largest improvement in rock speed over the 

last 7 days. 

Well done to Beech Class who had 
the most children in the class on TT 

Rockstars last week!  Well done! 

Poppy’s hair cut 

A huge well done to Poppy who had 12 inches of her hair cut off in front of the whole school on 

Friday!  Poppy is donating her hair to the ‘Little Princess’ charity who make real hair wigs for 

children who have lost their own hair due to illness and medical treatments.  The whole school 

had a non-uniform day in support of Poppy and raised £230.08!  A huge thank you to everyone that contributed, to  

Poppy’s Mum who cut Poppy’s hair and, most importantly, to Poppy herself for being so incredibly brave and kind and for 

thinking of others.  Well done! 

 

Spelling Bee 

Spelling Bee heats are taking place this week in classrooms reading for the whole school Spelling Bee final at the end of 

the term!  Please encourage children to learn the relevant spelling lists.  We look forward to seeing more fantastic 

spelling coming up! 

 

Express Events 

As we head to the end of term, all year groups will be holding their Express Events.  Please check the ‘coming up’ box on 

the left of the newsletter for further details of when each year group are having their event.   

 

Weather 

As you know, the weather has been incredibly cold lately.  Please do ensure that children have appropriate coats, hats, 

gloves etc when they are in school.  Whenever we can, we encourage children to be outside at break and lunch so that 

they can get some fresh air but it is very cold.  Thank you. 

Coming up: 

Tuesday 5th February 

Year 4 swimming 

Wednesday 6th February 

Spelling Bee heats 

Thursday 7th February 

Term 3 tribal event 

Monday 11th February 

Bach to the future assemblies 

2pm Year 5/6 express 

Tuesday 12th February 

9.30am Y3/4 express 

2.15pm Y1/2 express 

Wednesday 13th February 

Spelling Bee (9am) 

Thursday 14th February 

X-country at Greenfields 

9am Year 1 class assembly 

2pm Year R Express 

2.15pm Nursery Express 

Friday 15th February 

Year 5/6 trip to London 

Week Beginning Monday 4th February 2019 

Praise and Thank You! 
Sycamore The teachers in Year 6 would like to praise Triston and Skye for their independence when working with fractions this week.  We would also like 

to praise Rosie, Oliwia K, Milan, Mae, Keane and Ramaya for getting 10/10 on their spellings this week. 
Writer of the Week: Lucy E for her persuasive letter to an animal poacher 
Maths Master: Luke S for his resilience when answering some tricky fraction questions 

Birch The teachers in Birch Class would like to praise Macie and Megan for always being helpful within the classroom.  We would also like to praise 
Mark, Roberts and Augustus for playing brilliant solos in clarinets this week. 
Writer of the Week: Liam for writing a great persuasive letter about poaching 
Maths Master: Mark for completing some fantastic maths reasoning work with Miss Shepherd 

Ash The teachers in Ash class would like to praise Wuraola and Noushafarin for their excellent teamwork during our topic work this week.  They 
would also like to praise Dylan, Ben W, Elizabeth and Jayden for their amazing posters about pre-history. 
Writer of the Week: Artur for using detailed stage directions in his play script about the cave painter of Lascaux 
Maths Master: Preeya for applying her knowledge of chunking to answer word problems 

Beech Miss Searle, Mrs Terry, Lewis and Miss Harrison would like to praise Addison for his resilience and determination during PE this week.  We 
would also like to praise Seanna, Rosie, Mechola, Connor and Anthony for being supportive peers during PE 
Writer of the Week: Aimee for her fantastic ideas when planning her narrative 
Maths Master: Marina for applying her knowledge of money to make a total 

Maple Mrs Bond, Mrs Woolley and Mrs Watson would like to praise Flynn, Honey, Lola and George for their enthusiasm and resilience during our 
apparatus work in PE this week.  Praise also goes to Chloe, May, Anaiah and Harry for their creative posters on stopping deforestation. 
Writer of the Week: Corey for the efforts he has put into improving his handwriting this week 
Maths Master: Harry for independently using partitioning to help him multiply. 

Willow Mrs Smith and Mrs Fletcher would like to praise and thank Orla for always being ready to learn and Oliver B and Danni for their effort in all 
lessons.  Praise also goes to AJ for working and trying hard in phonics and Oliver B and Rylee for fantastic minute reading. 
Writer of the Week: Christian for working hard, having beautiful cursive handwriting and reading with expression 
Maths Master: AJ for his effort in working independently, listening and applying what he has shown in his work 

Oak The adults in Oak Class would like to praise and thank Zachary, Amelia, Jeremiah, Demi, Theo and Poppy M for great listening and focus during 
phonics sessions. 
Writer of the Week: Lois for working hard with her letter formation 
Maths Master: Shaun for his enthusiasm when counting and recording numbers 

Cherry The teachers in Cherry Class would like to praise Bentlee, Zara, Miles, Willano, Zachery and Aiyla for trying really hard in their phonics sessions 
this week. 
Writer of the Week: Harley for writing H for Harley and for drawing a lovely picture of his mummy 
Maths Master: Sianna for finding 2D shapes this week 

Attendance 

Overall attendance for the whole school year to date remains 
at 96.5%  Well done everybody, keep it up! 

Year 3 are attendance superstars with 100% attendance this 
week!  Well done Beech Class, you should be very proud of 

your achievement!! 



News from around the school 

Nursery: This week we are going to be thinking about a time 
we were proud of ourselves and how we can make a friend 

feel proud of themselves. 

We will also be thinking about First, Next and Finally when 
remembering our book of the week, ‘The Three Little Pigs’.  
We will be thinking about how to make one of the houses for 
the pigs and what materials we will need.  We will then use 
different objects to measure how high and wide the houses 

are. 

We will end our week by celebrating Chinese New Year and 
looking at how the Chinese celebrate along with tasting some 

of the Chinese cuisine. 

**Remember: our Express Event is on Thursday 14th Febru-

ary at 2.15pm.  We hope to see you there! 

Star: Joyzer for working hard in his groups this week 

and for showing care and concern for an upset friend 

Year R: This week in Oak Class we will be focusing our 
learning around the story of ‘The Three Billy Goats Gruff’, 
learning the story using actions and thinking about the charac-
ters and their feelings.  We will be using the internet to find 
out about bridges around the world and then using a variety 
of materials to create our own bridges and testing them for 

strength! 

In maths we will be looking at patterns.  We will be creating 
repeating patterns using colour and shapes and we will be us-
ing the story of ‘The Hungry Caterpillar’ to develop our un-

derstanding of time and also to explore symmetry. 

As it will be the celebration of ‘Chinese New Year’ this week 
we will be learning about this festival through story and song, 

and we may have the chance to try some Chinese food! 

Don’t forget this week will be our last ‘sharing session’ of this 

term; we hope you will all be able to join us. 

Star: Freddie for his enthusiasm during our bird 

watching afternoon 

Year 1: In year 1 it has been another busy week!  In literacy we have been 
identifying the features of a narrative.  We have looked at writing in the past 
tense and we have experienced understanding the feelings of a character 
through role-play.  On Thursday and Friday we were planning and writing our 

own narratives. 

In arithmetic we have been learning methods to help us subtract and in maths 
we have been learning bout multiplication and division.  We have learnt how 
to group objects, understand how many groups there are and how many 
objects in a group.  We began learning how to divide by sharing counters 

between two plates.  The children have been working very hard! 

In design technology we made Brazilian beijinhos de cocos (coconut kisses) - 
a celebration cake for birthdays linked to our topic of ‘Rio De Vida’.  We 
discussed other occasions we may have a celebration cake for eg Christmas, 
Christenings, Weddings, Easter.  We then tasted a Victoria Sponge!  We 
rated the cake’s tastiness between 1-10 and evaluated what went well and 

what didn’t. 

In PSHE as a class we discussed what substances at home and school we put 
in our bodies and how they made us feel good or bad and why.  We made a 

chart and glued pictures on to show our findings. 

Star: Rylee for growing in confidence in his own ability and his effort 

to apply it in his work 

Year 2: This week in maths we will be practising our addition and 
subtraction skills.  At the beginning of the week we will be focusing 
on addition and how to use the column method of addition to add 
two and three digit numbers.  Towards the end of the week we will 
be focusing on subtraction and using the column method to subtract 

with calculations that involve borrowing. 

In literacy this week we will be writing a non-chronological report on 
Brazil.  At the beginning of the week we will be looking at non-
chronological reports and will be spending some time identifying the 
key features of the reports.  We will then spend some time research-
ing Brazil.  Towards the end of the week we will use our research to 
help us plan and write our own non-chronological report on Brazil 
before writing it up in our neatest, cursive handwriting in our special 

Friday writing books. 

Our topic work this week will include looking at different flags of the 
world.  We will be using an atlas to help us find and draw the differ-
ent flags of the world.  We will also be spending some time locating 

Brazil and its cities on a world map. 

Star: Baylee for the excellent behaviour for learning she 

displays in all areas of the curriculum at all times 

Year 3: This week in Beech Class the children will be identi-
fying the features of a non-chronological report and, towards 
the end of the week, they will be applying their skills to help 
them write their own report based on everything they have 

learnt this term. 

In maths the children will be applying their knowledge of 
measure. The children will begin the week by securing their 
undertaking of cm and m and towards the end of the week 
the children will be solving tricky mastery questions to deep-

en their understanding. 

Star: Mo for always putting a smile on everyone's face 

and for being determined to achieve her best 

Year 4: This week in literacy we will be reading another extract from ‘Stig of 
the Dump’.  We will then be writing our own narratives based on events from 
the book.  In Maths we will be completing our termly arithmetic and reason-
ing tests.  We will also be applying our knowledge of multiplication and divi-
sion to answer a range of problems.  Then, in topic lessons, we will be study-
ing aerial photographs of the British landscape to spot clues of Iron Age set-

tlements. 

Please can children have a full PE kit in school every day, including suitable 

footwear. 

This week Forest School will be on Thursday.  Please can children wear layers 

as the weather is becoming colder. 

Star: Roxi for her improved concentration in all subjects this week 

Year 5: In maths this week we will be looking at converting different 
units of measures as well as completing Arithmetic and Reasoning 

test papers. 

In Literacy this week we will be writing a non-chronological report 
based on our topic ‘Darwin’s Delights’.  The children have been 
looking at specific topic words all term and their task is to use as 

many of these in their reports as possible. 

Our topic lessons this week are based on endangered species; the 
children will be researching an endangered species and creating a 
poster to illustrate how they became endangered.  We will also be 
looking at how alcohol and smoking are shown in the media—both 

negatively and positively. 

Star: Autumn for hugely improving the presentation of her 

work 

Year 6: This week in Sycamore class we will be writing a balanced argument 
about whether it is fair that animals are kept in a zoo.  We will be discussing 
arguments for and against, having a debate and then writing up our discus-
sions.  In Maths we are working with decimals all week.  We will be adding, 
subtracting, multiplying and dividing with them and working with reasoning 

questions towards the end of the week. 

PE will be on Tuesday and Thursday.  Any problems or questions, please just 

ask! 

Star: Ramaya for her effort in her spellings and her Maths this week 

Congratulations to year 6 who won ‘Walk on Wednesday’ this week! 


